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Air Ships, the Rage in Paris.

M. Santos-Dumont Building a New Aeroplane with Smaller Wings—Has Sold Great Spectacle Rights, which the New Aeroplane is Designed to Fulfill—Has Proposed Prize of $200 For Any Balloonist Descending in Dutch Territory—The Latest Russo-Turkish News—Diplomatic Correspondence—The Daily Market—The Latest From New York—The Latest From London—The Latest From Paris—The Latest From Berlin—The Latest From Vienna—The Latest From Geneva—The Latest From Rome—The Latest From Constantinople—The Latest From St. Petersburg—The Latest From Bucharest.
Fresh Meats on Ice!

The only place in town where Fresh Meats are kept in a cooler and properly cared for.

Our New Hair Vigor

Lure's Hair Vigor and Other Remedies for Hair Enemies at

Ayers

The Southside Grocery

They will be pleased to serve you.

L. D. ROUNTREE

HEADQUARTERS FOR

VEHICLES

Canopy Tops, Harness, Furniture, Springs, Mattresses, Coffins and Caskets

METTER, GA.

CASTORIA

What is CASTORIA

CASTORIA is a fine wine, patented and protected by the U. S. Patent Office, and is a healthful, appetizing and exhilarating beverage, and contains no alcohol.

Genuine CASTORIA Always

Be sure to get the genuine CASTORIA always.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

In Use For Over 30 Years.
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SCHLOSS BROS.

New Spring lines—prettiest patterns of the season—

B. E. TURNER CO.
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PERIODS OF PAIN

While no woman is early free from periodical discomfort, it does not seem to be an evil of nature that women should suffer from it. Pain is a lamented evil of the feminine constitution, and women are predisposed to it. It will lead to a careful consideration of the rights of women, and the proper way of recovery.

Mrs. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

Would be likely to write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., yo...